
16, 1555. He came of yeoman stock, and was educated
at Cambridge, elected Fellow of Clare Hall (1510), and
awarded the master of arts degree in 1514. The following
year he was ordained. He remained at the university for
more than 20 years and came to occupy a position of
prominence and influence there, being appointed a uni-
versity preacher and chaplain (1522). His disputation for
the bachelor of divinity degree in 1524 was an attack on
Melanchthon’s teachings. Soon thereafter, however, he
became a leader of the group of Cambridge reformers
who had come under the influence of Erasmus and Martin
Luther. He preached on behalf of an authorized English
translation of the Bible and took a leading part in support-
ing Henry VIII against papal claims in the matter of the
King’s marriage. He likewise preached in defense of the
royal supremacy. 

In 1535 Latimer was made bishop of Worcester. As
a Member of Parliament he voted for the suppression of
the lesser monasteries. He also gave strong support to the
government’s destruction of the shrines. In 1539 he re-
signed his see, believing that this was the King’s wish.
In the changing religious scenes of this period, Latimer
experienced varying fortunes. He had been charged with
heresy in the reign of Henry VIII and had been forced to
recant. He had served as the King’s chaplain and shortly
after had been imprisoned and forbidden to preach. In
1548 he formally rejected the doctrine of transubstantia-
tion. As court preacher under Edward VI he exercised a
great influence on the formation of Protestant thinking in
England. When Queen Mary Tudor came to the throne
he was charged with heresy, brought to trial, condemned,
and burned at the stake with Nicholas RIDLEY. 
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LATIN (IN THE CHURCH)
At the time of the first Pentecost the inauguration of

the Church the most commonly spoken languages in Je-
rusalem were ARAMAIC, GREEK, and Latin. Natives of the
city knew Aramaic (a later dialect of Hebrew) as their
birthright. From the fourth century B.C. onward, Greek
had been the most important language of commerce and
communication throughout the Mediterranean; as a con-
sequence, many speakers of Aramaic were more comfort-
able reading the Holy Scriptures in what amounted to the
vernacular i.e., Greek available in the Septuagint, a trans-
lation intended for those no longer fluent in the earlier
Hebrew. Latin arrived as a language of irrepressible polit-

Mother Alphonsa Lathrop.

ical force first under Pompey in 67 B.C. and finally, after
some reorganization, in the days of Augustus, who in A.D.

6 combined Judaea and Samaria into a single Roman
province. The inscription placed above the head of Jesus
at his crucifixion was written, as John attests, ‘‘in He-
brew, in Latin, in Greek’’ (19.20).

The ubiquity of koine, or ‘‘common,’’ Greek during
the Hellenistic Age (from the death of Alexander in 323
B.C.) and the reality of Roman control of the Italian penin-
sula (from 264 B.C.) with a South largely inhabited by
Greek immigrants together meant that even the Latin-
speaking Romans found it profitable to learn Greek as a
second language. The plebeian Roman soldier, however
lacking in formal education, would acquire Greek when
on duty abroad; those of the patrician class at home who
entered public service saw that Greek was a necessary
part of their training. Quintilian, the Roman teacher of
rhetoric, notes (ca. A.D. 95.) that public servants had for
several generations used the exercise of translation from
Greek into Latin to sharpen their verbal facility. Conse-
quently, when Peter came from the Greek environment
of Jerusalem to Rome he found among people high and
low a fully bilingual community where the newborn
Church could continue to use the worldwide language of
Greek.
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Greek is the original language of the New Testament
from Paul’s Letter to the Galatians (ca. 49) to the Second
Letter of ‘‘Peter’’ (ca. 100–125); it is the tongue of the
earliest Christian Fathers from Clement of Rome to Euse-
bius and beyond; it is the language of the Eucharistic lit-
urgy and other formal rites as prescribed by the early
Church. The NICENE CREED is a Greek document.

Beginnings of Ecclesiastical Latin
The first missionaries from Rome to the world found

in the province of Africa (annexed in 146 B.C. after the
last of the Punic Wars) a vast territory centered on a re-
constructed Carthage, whose inhabitants spoke both the
mother tongue Punic, or Phoenician and Latin, the lan-
guage of their Roman administrators, but very little
Greek. As a result, it was convenient for these bilingual
missionaries to use Latin when spreading the Gospel to
the Africans. Africa is the source of the earliest Church
record originally composed in Latin, the Acts of the Scil-
litan Martyrs (180), in the form of a Roman legal proce-
dure, from which (§12) we gather most importantly that
a Latin version of the Bible (including the letters of Paul)
was by then in circulation. Here in north Africa, the anon-
ymous translators of the Bible showed the way to TER-

TULLIAN (ca. 160 –ca. 225), the earliest Christian writer
in Latin whose works are extant. By the start of his ca-

reer, the Latin-speaking community through its vernacu-
lar liturgies had already become familiar with hundreds
of words now standard in Christian terminology, e.g., an-
gelus, baptisma, blasphemus, daemonium, ecclesia, eth-
nicus, eucharistia, extasis, martyr, Paracletus, prophetia,
annuntiatio, gratia, peccator, persecutor, sacramentum,
saeculum. Tertullian’s unforced use of these terms as-
sumes their long familiarity. In addition, he may be given
credit for extending Christian vocabulary; his back-
ground in law, and its necessary training in Greek,
equipped him as a coiner of words from Greek into Latin
(e.g., exomologesis, christianismus) as well as from Latin
resources (e.g., vivificatio, trinitas). In his day, Christians
and non-Christians alike sought mastery of declamatio,
a speech-writing exercise on set topics practiced in the
schools of rhetoric. Thus as an apologist of the early
Church, he was able use his secular education to defend
Christianity.

Latin Translations of the Bible
The earliest translation of the Bible from Greek into

the vernacular, i.e., Latin, grew out of an understandable
pastoral concern: the people’s immediate need to hear the
Word of God preached in their own tongue. But the style
and language of the ‘‘Old Latin’’ versions of the Bible
made for unusual works of Latin since they preserved
both the Semitic thought and the Greek expression of the
originals. The Old Latin New Testament is filled with
‘‘loan translations,’’ i.e., attempts at putting not only the
thought of the original into a different tongue, but also
its idiomatic syntax. However odd such a Grecized Latin
may have sounded to the uneducated flocks of north Afri-
ca, nevertheless, the bilingual missionaries, as their shep-
herds, very early on through their preaching and exegesis
fostered an enduring devotion to the expression as well
as to the thought of the Good News in Latin. At the core
of many primitive Christian liturgies was the reading of
the Latin Bible, a circumstance which soon made familiar
that which was once odd.

Toward the end of the fourth century, when in the
West Latin had overtaken Greek as the language of the
Church, there existed various forms of a Latin Bible in
Christian communities across Europe as well as in Africa.
The time had come for the compiling of a uniform edition
to serve the needs of a widespread, ever more Greekless,
Church of the West. So thought Pope DAMASUS, who in
382 asked Sophronius Eusebius Hieronymus, or JEROME,
to begin this enormous task. The Pope’s insight embraced
not only the recognition of the need for uniformity, but
more significantly, the realization that Latin had become
the de facto official language of the Western Church; he
had seen in his lifetime the use of Greek in the Eucharis-
tic liturgy its last major use finally give way to Latin.
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Urged on (after the death of the pope) by bishops Croma-
tius and Heliodorus, Jerome translated the Old Testament
books from the original Hebrew not from the Septuagint,
itself a translation. (Some OT books, such as Baruch and
Wisdom, probably unseen by Jerome, have come down
to us only in Old Latin translations from the Septuagint.)
Looking both to preserve and correct as much as he could
of the time-honored Old Latin versions, Jerome carefully
emended the Latin of the Psalms by comparing it to the
Greek of the Septuagint (while also making an entirely
new rival translation of the Psalms directly from the He-
brew), but only slightly refurbished the Old Latin of the
New Testament, often simply transposing phrases to con-
form to the word order of the Greek original. For in-
stance, he corrected et pax in terra ‘‘and peace on earth’’
to et in terra pax ‘‘and on earth peace’’ (kaã ùpã g≈j
eárønh) (Lk 2.14). Jerome’s ideal was to serve both the
Hebraea veritas and the Graeca veritas the authentic He-
brew of the Old Testament and the authentic Greek of the
New. Nevertheless, he anticipated (rightly) that for his
troubles some would call him a falsarius sacrilegus ‘‘sac-
rilegious falsifier.’’ Only gradually, over the next 300
years, did the Old Latin version yield ground to Jerome’s
Vulgate, or ‘‘published,’’ edition of the Latin Bible. Not
one of the many Bible quotations in the sixth-century
work, Instituta Regularia Divinae Legis, by Junillus,
comes from the Hieronymian VULGATE. Furthermore, the
existence of at least one ninth- and one twelfth-century
manuscript containing excerpts from the Old Latin trans-
lation of 2 Maccabees 7 bears witness to the fact that reli-
gious culture, once firmly established, changes but
slowly. In 1546, the Council of TRENT at last gave formal
approval to the work of Jerome and his successors; the
Vulgate had finally become the editio typica, or official
version, of the Hebrew and Greek originals. It was re-
vised under the auspices of Pope Sixtus V (1589) and
Pope Clement VIII (1592, 1593, 1598). The Nova Vul-
gata, the current editio typica, made its appearance in
1979.

Two Levels of Ecclesiastical Latin

Among the earliest Latin Fathers were men trained
in rhetoric and the sophisticated literature of classical
Latin and Greek; nevertheless, they did not hesitate to
apply their secular skills to defend or explain Christianity
despite the fact that its basic texts were couched in a
graceless Latin derived from a rude Greek. Such Latin
Fathers include Tertullian, Minucius Felix, Lactantius,
and, of a later generation, Ambrose, Jerome, and Augus-
tine. Because their works of apologetics and exegesis
added to the fund of basic Christian texts, ecclesiastical
Latinity was of two kinds: one that produced original
works by known authors, where the genius and power of

St. Jerome. (Archive Photos)

the language was free to speak out boldly on every page,
and another an anonymous and earlier kind that timidly
fulfilled the confining task of nearly verbatim translation
of the sacred books, a too cautious Latin which the early
Fathers found themselves in the uncomfortable position
of having to support. The unknown translators’ respect
for the sacred original and fear of paraphrase had at least
initially restrained the proper use of Latin in the Church.
(In contrast, Quintilian earlier praised translation as an
exercise that gave Latin speakers free rein in turning the
thought of a Greek original into idiomatic Latin.) Jerome
exemplifies the tension between the two Latins: ‘‘What
does Horace have to do with the Psalter? Maro with the
Gospels? Cicero with the Apostle [Paul]?’’ (Letter XXII,
29). Despite Jerome’s love of the choice language and
style of classical literature, ironically, because of his
work in revising the Old Latin translations of the Bible,
his name is virtually the only one attached to them. But
next to his classical library brought to the desert from
Rome, he could point with satisfaction to the bibliotheca
Christi, ‘‘the library of Christ’’ (Letter LX, 10): Tertul-
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lian, Cyprian, Lactantius, Hilary of Poitiers, Minucius
Felix, Victorinus, Arnobius. AUGUSTINE, a native speaker
of Punic, versed in rhetoric and the classics, both spoke
and wrote a powerful Latin as a second language, and yet
he, too, accepted the fact that the literal translations of the
Bible had left no room for the display of an idiomatic, if
not eloquent, style. The Greek sacred corpus, to begin
with, had not been written in the elegant dialect of Plato
but instead in the later koine, the common Greek of its
time; the anonymous Latin translators, unconscious of lit-
erary history, wrote in the Vulgar Latin of their time, one
far removed from the Ciceronian ideal. Of this both Je-
rome and Augustine were fully aware. Later Christian
Doctors, such as THOMAS AQUINAS, were wholly unin-
hibited by the question of the levels of Latinity. The lan-
guage of Aquinas addresses human knowledge and
divine revelation in a clear and beautiful manner, proving
that ecclesiastical Latin can be the vehicle of powerful
philosophical thought.

Latin Superseded as the Vernacular but
Maintained by the Church

The partition of the Roman Empire (330) and the dis-
solution of its western half (early fifth century) accelerat-
ed an inevitable process: Latin both began to forget itself
and continued to remember itself. When it proceeded un-
consciously to change, former Latin-speaking provinces
no longer in communication with a centripetal Rome (in-
deed, in his last days Constantine ruled from Constanti-
nople) each began to develop imperceptibly a local
dialect from the prevalent but now moribund tongue of
their former rulers. By the end of the sixth century, these
local vernaculars were on the way to becoming the Ro-
mance languages: Romanian, Italian, French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Romansch. One example of the transforma-
tion will suffice: we can say that by 1100 with the appear-
ance of Le Chanson de Roland the process in Gallia, now
France, was fairly well complete; Latin, unchecked, had
become French. But when Latin remained conscious of
its long history, aided by the unyielding sameness of the
written-down word and among Christians by the desire
of the Church to preserve rather than to innovate, it took
on the role of a second language of the learned class. Edu-
cated men of the Middle Ages looked before and after
upon two worlds: they might choose to speak or not an
emerging patois, such as French or Italian, while at the
same time in their formal studies they strove to emulate
the style of Cicero, that paragon of classical Latinity, and
aimed for a public career where a more formal Latin,
written or spoken, was required. The Frankish scholar
Einhard (ca. 770–840), educated in the Thuringian mon-
astery of Fulda with its excellent classical library, wrote
the Latin biography of Charlemagne in a clear imitation

of the style of Cicero and the manner of Suetonius. De-
partures from the classical norm reveal him as a man of
his day, conversant with legal and ecclesiastical texts im-
portant to his life and work. Literate Christians over
many centuries could read Latin in its highest form in
Cicero or Virgil, and still cherish the now no longer
strange Latin of the Bible with its close imitation of con-
structions peculiar to Greek. As time passed, however,
and the new vernacular languages became firmly estab-
lished, the uneducated faithful were no longer so well
served by Latin. In Italy, for example, DANTE ALIGHIERI,
after much hesitation, chose to write his Commedia, not
in Latin, now limited to scholars, but in Italian, the
tongue understood by all. Translations of the Latin ver-
sion of the Bible (in whole or substantially so) into the
various European vernaculars came relatively early:
Anglo-Saxon, ca. 1000; Anglo-Norman, ca. 1350;
French, 13th century; German, early 15th century; Swed-
ish, 15th century; Italian, 1472; Spanish, 1478; Dutch,
1545. These several vernacular translations, designed to
serve pastoral needs, all appeared before the opening of
the Council of Trent (1545 1563). As a Counter-
Reformation measure, the council gave a unique place to
the Vulgate translation of the Bible by declaring it divine-
ly inspired, thus ensuring for the time that translations
would continue to be made from this Latin version. The
use of Latin in the Eucharistic liturgy confirmed by the
bull, Quo Primum, promulgated by Pope Pius V in 1570
moreover continued well into the twentieth century.
From the sixteenth century onward, Latin was sharply
perceived as a sacral language, one entirely set apart from
the vernacular. The use of Latin passed from a pastoral
function to a canonical one.

Characteristic Features of Liturgical Latin

The most remarkable stylistic features in the Roman
liturgy were taken from the old tradition of pre-Christian
Rome. In the canon of the Mass the striking use of paral-
lelism, the polished sentence structure, the accumulation
of synonyms, and the almost legal precision in the ex-
pression are all very closely related to the ancient Roman
prayer style. Furthermore, in the canon and in the presi-
dential prayers there is a certain predilection for ancient
Roman religious terms, which are sometimes even pre-
ferred to the equivalent words of the Christian vocabu-
lary. Thus, for example, the ancient Roman word preces
(which occurs together with precatio and deprecatio in
the early liturgical texts) partly replaces oratio, the early
Christian word for ‘‘prayer.’’ Next to the early Christian
orare, ‘‘to pray,’’ we find the old Roman precari. Beati-
tudo is used more often than the early refrigerium, a word
derived from popular usage. Official terms from the
Roman tradition, such as pontifex and antistes, are found
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beside episcopus; praesul another old Roman word be-
side presbyter. These pre-Christian elements had been
neglected by the earliest Christian communities, but by
the end of the fourth century any Christian texts that were
not translations freely availed themselves of Latin’s wide
scope. Christians educated in rhetoric, such as Ambrose,
fully conscious of the history of the language and the
classical models such as Cicero, did not hesitate to com-
pose liturgical texts replete with rhetorical devices (e.g.,
parallelism, tricolon, isocola, antithesis, chiasmus, syn-
chysis, and paradox) and sophisticated rhythmical clau-
sulae. Such a text is the glorious Exsultet, believed to be
the work of Ambrose.

The Ambrosian Hymn
In the same period in which the Latinization of the

Roman liturgy was completed, the Western Church was
enriched by a new literary form: the so-called Ambrosian
hymn. Although HILARY OF POITIERS was the first in the
West to introduce hymns on Greek and Syrian models,
it was AMBROSE who fully realized the potential of such
a popular form of communication. So completely was
Ambrose’s name associated with these hymns that the
genre itself, taken up by many successors, early on was
styled the ‘‘Ambrosian hymn.’’ The canonical hours as
prescribed by the rule of Benedict of Nursia made cons-
tant use of Ambrosian hymns, very many of which are
still to be found in the Roman Breviary. The ones gener-
ally considered to be the work of Ambrose are ‘‘Aeterne
rerum Conditor,’’ ‘‘Deus Creator omnium,’’ ‘‘Jam surgit
hora tertia,’’ and ‘‘Veni Redemptor gentium.’’ All are in
quantitative measures (quatrains of iambic diameter); all
reinforce points of Christian dogma.

The Curial Style
When the Western Church was becoming more and

more consolidated, the papal Curia gradually took the
place of much temporal authority, finally even adopting
many of its outward forms. In this combining of the ec-
clesiastical and the secular, there slowly developed a
papal chancery language and style that even today contin-
ues to look to classical Latin as its model for its official
documents. In its purely ceremonial form for example in
proclaiming various honors the Latin used can be nearly
inscrutable. In papal bulls, however, it often demon-
strates a notable clarity, power, and grace; such a Latin
is regarded as the guide when papal documents are trans-
lated into the world’s dominant languages.

The Triumph of the Vernacular
Since the Second Vatican Council (1962 1965), the

Church has borne witness to the fact that the message of

the gospel is not language-specific, that it transcends all
languages, including Latin. Although the council’s Con-
stitution on the Sacred Liturgy declared that ‘‘the use of
the Latin language is to be preserved in the Latin rites,’’
it was left open to ‘‘the competent territorial [i.e., nation-
al] ecclesiastical authority . . . to determine whether, and
to what extent, the vernacular language is to be used’’
(36). The result has been that, although Latin continues
to hold an honored place, it has in the celebration of the
Eucharist throughout the world been superseded by the
various living languages of the people ‘‘for the sake of
a better comprehension of the mystery being celebrated’’
(General Instruction of the Roman Missal, intro., §12).
To such an extent has Latin declined in importance that
the official hymn of the Jubilee Year 2000 appeared in
several vernacular tongues, but not in Latin.

Such a rapid reversal could not have been anticipated
by Pope John XXIII in February 1962 when, before the
opening of Vatican II later that year, he issued Veterum
Sapientia, his Apostolic Constitution on promoting the
study of Latin. In this bull John repeated the sentiments
of his predecessor, Pius XI, who (in 1922) had praised
Latin as universal, immutable, and non-vernacular.

The movement away from Latin to the national lan-
guages was well underway at the time of the promulga-
tion (in 1969) by Pope Paul VI of the Missale Romanum
in its most comprehensive reworking since the sixteenth
century. This revision (the Novus Ordo Missae) was in
keeping with the general norms set forth in the Constitu-
tion on the Sacred Liturgy, 34 36, of the Second Vatican
Council. The General Instruction of the Roman Missal
(GIRM) and the Missal itself, including the Ordo Missae
cum populo, took its more precise form in 1975, and now
has the force of law. In his motu proprio Ecclesia Dei
(1988), Pope John Paul II renewed permission for the use
of the Roman Missal of 1962 (the 400-year-old legacy of
the Council of Trent) which he first granted in his univer-
sal indult of 1984, Quattuor abhinc annos. Thus today the
liturgy of the Eucharist may be celebrated in Latin in two
forms, that of the Missal of 1962 and that of 1975 these
provisions occurring, however, in the much larger con-
text of the now prevalent use of the vernacular.

The waning of Latin is further marked in the differ-
ences between the Code of CANON LAW of 1917 and that
of 1983. While the 1917 Code prescribed classroom lec-
tures in Latin, the 1983 Code states that ‘‘the program for
priestly formation is to make provision that the students
are not only carefully taught their native language but
also that they are well skilled in the Latin language’’
(can. 249); in the contemporary American seminary/
college, this latter requirement may be fulfilled in two se-
mesters. The 1983 Code, first promulgated in Latin, is
freely available to the clergy in the vernacular.
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At the start of the third millennium, Greek had been
for so long as a former predominant language of the
Church, that it was worthy of the utmost respect and seri-
ous study. Scholars of philosophy and history know that
familiarity with the Greek and Latin sources, not to men-
tion the Hebrew, affords a priceless perspective on the
Church and its mission. But the uniqueness of the Latin
language over the course of eighteen centuries has been
in its changing roles. Originally, Latin was adopted as a
pastoral measure to communicate the message of Christ
in a language understood by most of the Christian people.
Later, the mark of catholicity led Church leaders to em-
phasize the need for one enduring tongue, Latin, which
could be reliably studied and interpreted for the faithful
throughout the world. Finally, the process having come
full circle, current pastoral concerns have permitted the
option of liturgical practice in the vernacular. Although
Latin is no longer the common tongue, nevertheless it re-
tains an honored place as the sacral and canonical lan-
guage of the Church.
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LATIN EMPIRE OF
CONSTANTINOPLE

Latin Empire of Constantinople is the modern name
for the state created on the ruins of the Byzantine Empire

by members of the Fourth CRUSADE in 1204; it endured
until 1261. To contemporaries, it was known as Imperi-
um Constantinopolitanum or as Romania.

After the capture of Constantinople on April 13,
1204, the crusaders, roughly half Venetian and half
French, Flemings, and north-Italians, established a com-
mission of 12 to elect a new ‘‘emperor’’ who would re-
place the former Byzantine Emperor. Baldwin of
Flanders was chosen; when in 1206 he perished in Bul-
garian captivity, he was succeeded by his brother Henry
of Hainault (emperor 1206–1216), the ablest of the Latin
Emperors. After his death, a succession of ineffectual rul-
ers ended in the weak reign of Baldwin II (1240–1261,
died 1273).

The Latin Empire borrowed some trappings of the
Byzantine Empire: the coronation ceremony, the imperial
purple boots, and certain titles. However, it was essential-
ly a feudal monarchy. Its vassal states included the King-
dom of Thessalonike, the Principality of Achaia, and the
Duchy of Athens, as well as the fiefs of individual knights
in the vicinity of Constantinople. Uniquely among medi-
eval feudal realms, it had a form of written constitution.
Each new emperor was required to swear to abide by
three documents: the pre-Conquest treaty of March 1204
which provided for the election of a new ruler and a divi-
sion of the expected spoils, an agreement made in Octo-
ber 1204 which parceled out the territories of the former
Byzantine Empire, and a treaty of October 1205 between
the then-regent Henry and the Venetians which regulated
the latter’s responsibilities to the emperor. In fact, a coun-
cil consisting half of feudal vassals of the emperor and
half of Venetians had to consent to any significant civil
or military action of the Latin Emperor; it proved a hin-
drance for most emperors.

Rival states shortly appeared on former Byzantine
territory, founded by members of previous Byzantine rul-
ing families. In Trebizond, a branch of the Comneni fami-
ly established itself under Georgian protection. At Nicaea
and in northwest Anatolia, Theodore Laskaris, son-in-
law of the former emperor Alexius III Angelus, created
a state which eventually superseded the Latin Empire. In
Epirus (in northwest Greece), an illegitimate son of John
(Angelus) Doukas took the name of Michael Angelus
Comnenus Doukas and established a state which for a
while threatened the Latin Empire. The so-called ‘‘Sec-
ond Bulgarian Empire’’ was the greatest immediate dan-
ger: in 1205, Baldwin I was captured, imprisoned, and
killed (1206) by its ruler Ioannitsa or Kaloyan (d. 1207).
His successor, John Asen II (1218–1241), was alternately
ally and enemy of the Latin emperors, and effectively ar-
biter of the empire’s destiny. After John Asen’s death, the
Lascarids of Nicaea acquired most of the territory in
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